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BCRTA Honours Three With Highest Award at AGM 2018
On September 22, 2018, delegates from across
BC stood and cheered as three long-time BCRTA
members received the BC Retired Teachers’
Association’s highest honour, The Honourary
Lifetime Membership Award.
Bob Taverner served in numerous positions over
the past 13 years, most recently as Past President.
Known for his extensive work in developing policy
that ensures orderly governance, Bob contributed
greatly to the development of the Association. In
thanking the AGM for the honour, he described his
transition off the Board as a “second retirement.” He
pointed out in characteristically droll terms that the
ongoing changes in the BCRTA were “almost - dare
I say it - exciting.” He expressed his ongoing support
for the emphasis on service to members, and plans
to stay involved in his local Nanaimo branch.
JoAnn Lauber was also honoured with a
Honourary Lifetime Membership on her last day on

the BCRTA board. JoAnn has been a contributor to
the association for a remarkable 16 years. She is also
a former President of the national body of retired
teachers, ACER-CART. Earlier in the conference,
her leadership skills were on display as she reviewed
BCRTA’s response to Bill C-27, an information and
petition campaign led by JoAnn that was described by
guest speaker and Member of Parliament Peter Julian
as “a template for effective advocacy.”
Sheila Pither appeared stunned by her award, and
to the delight of the gathered delegates expressed her
gratitude and surprise. Sheila is a former president
of the association and an active advocate. In a later
statement, she thanked the BCRTA, saying, “The
BCRTA is dear to my heart and as long as I live,
wherever the road takes me, I will have the privilege
of being among friends and colleagues who believe
that devoting our time and energy to protecting and
improving the well-being of retired educators is a
worthy endeavour.”
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BCRTA Board of Directors 2018-2019

Seated, Table Officers: (left to right) Past President Patricia Clough,
First Vice-President Grace Wilson, President Gerry Tiede, Second Vice-President Charan Gill.
Standing, Directors: (left to right:) Caroline Malm, Floyd Smith, Dave Scott,
Sterling Campbell, Janice Androsoff, Terry Green, Dale Lauber (ACER-CART),
Barb Mikulec. Absent: Director Stefan Cieslik

Look for More News from AGM 2018
in the next issues of PostScript and Connections
Have a friend who is eligible
to join the BCRTA?
•
•
•

Retired Teachers
Retired Support Staff
Retired Post-Secondary Educators

Get all the benefits of membership
and the first year is free!
bcrta.ca/join
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Gordon Smith Gallery Seeks Educators
Volunteer Opportunity: Gallery Attendant at the Gordon Smith Gallery of Canadian Art
The Gordon Smith Gallery of Canadian Art is seeking friendly, passionate people to provide front line
greeting to our patrons. Our volunteers create a welcoming environment, engage the public with art
in meaningful ways, and oversee the safety of the exhibition. Applicants should be reliable, possess an
appreciation for the arts, and a willingness to learn. Volunteers receive ongoing training and are expected
to remain well-versed in the exhibitions, activities, programs, and events. Criminal Record Check required
(Gallery will provide paperwork).
The Gordon Smith Gallery of Canadian Art is located at 2121 Lonsdale Avenue in North Vancouver and is
home to the acclaimed Artists for Kids (AfK) Permanent Teaching Collection. The Gordon Smith Gallery is
the first in Canada to be dedicated to young audiences.
See the link on our site: https://bcrta.ca/gordon-smith-gallery-seeks-educators/

Any changes to your e-mail address or home address?
It is important to notify the BCRTA Office of any changes.
Thank you for keeping in touch!
Contact Laurie Boyd at the BCRTA Office
at laurie@bcrta.ca or 604-871-2260
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Nelson’s Vision
Over the years readers have
enjoyed BCRTA member
Nelson Winterburn’s
extraordinary photography.
We asked Nelson to tell us
more about his journey with
this craft.
Tell us about life before your retired.
I began teaching in 1968 and retired in 2002, 33 years
of which were in District #48, Howe Sound Sea to Sky,
Squamish area. Although I taught adult night school
(GED) for a few years and one session of summer
school to high schoolers, all my teaching experience
was at the upper elementary grades that included 25
years teaching grade seven.

What sort of equipment do you use?
My camera is a Nikon D-3200 DSLR and I alternate
among three lenses: 18-55 mm, 55-300 mm, and this
past June I purchased a 10-20 mm wide angle lens.
In addition, I use a tripod and a favorite filter is a
‘star’ filter to capture sunsets (or moon shots). All
my editing is performed on a Mac.

Prior to teaching, I served five years in the Royal
Canadian Navy (1959-1964) and that is where my
interest in photography began on a very casual basis.
Since then, I have taken a few courses in photo work,
but a lot of my ‘learning’ has taken place by reading
photography magazines and online lessons. The best
lessons were analysing my pictures and deciding how
to improve.

Do you have any favorite locations?
Squamish is a hotbed of photographic subjects and
therefore a favourite location. I have the ocean with
boats/ships; mountains with peaks, lakes, and rivers;
buildings old and new, and animal life – seals, fish,
and now whales; deer, bear, elk; and no shortage of
avian subjects, my favourite being eagles.
However, I take my camera with me wherever I
go as one ever knows when one might be by the
ocean and catch sight of a pod of marauding orcas,
travelling into Bella Coola and coming across a
Grizzly sow with two cubs, (and also a black bear
sow with two cubs a few km down the road!), or
people at a music festival dancing to the music.
What do you hope to photograph in the future?
For my bucket list of photography, I want to get
pictures of a bull moose with a full rack as well as
a bull elk. Next, I would like to capture some of
downtown Vancouver’s older buildings such as the
Marine Building. If I won the lottery, I would be
getting on a plane and going to the Yukon to get
pictures of the Northern Lights and to Churchill to
see the polar bears. I have been to South Africa and
have wonderful memories of ‘shooting’ elephants,
lions, giraffes, hyenas, hippos, and Rhinos. But I
need to get to Australia and New Zealand!
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Nelson’s Vision continued

Any favorite stories of adventure while getting a
photo?
Just last night I met my daughter and family at
Porteau Cove Provincial Park for dinner. While
prepping, she happened to look up and saw — a
pod of orcas swimming past the dock. Immediately,
I grabbed my camera bag and started walking at
a fast pace, all the while removing my small lens
and hooking up my zoom lens. Below is one of the
shots of the orcas. I have lived in Squamish nearly
fifty years and have seen lots of seals, porpoises, and
jumping fish, but this was a FIRST for me to actually
see whales in Howe Sound.
What a great evening to be with my granddaughter
and see a pod of orcas!! Who knew??
Always have your camera handy.
Any advice for wannabe photographers?
For anyone wanting to take up photography, start
with a point and shoot. Eventually, you will want
more from your efforts and that will be the time to
explore a more complex camera. The world is your
oyster – and your subject matter.
Thanks, Nelson, for sharing these amazing
images with us!

The Mystery Teacher Who Gave Him Confidence
Was his extraordinary success based on a lie? Author Michael Lewis reports
on the story of a highly accomplished professor and former Bosnian refugee,
who has a confession. He tricked his high school teacher into believing in
him, using a stolen library book and fumbling through an English translation.
But the search for the retired teacher yields new facts and a far more complex
story. This American Life, Episode 504: “How I Got Into College” is a gripping
story of teacher and student, how they understood and misunderstood each
other, and the positive and not-so-positive outcomes of their encounter.
https://www.thisamericanlife.org/504/how-i-got-into-college
(1 hour broadcast)
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BCRTA Mates Travel Down Under for Less!
Collette Offer for BCRTA Members Sept 18-30

Save 10%* on tours to Australia & New Zealand.
Two weeks only: offer valid September 18-30 Use offer Code: BCRTASAVE
For reservations, call Collette at 844-310-5258
or contact your travel professional.

Save an additional $100 per person when you mention the BCRTA Members Advantage Program.
Choose from select departures on six tours:
• From the Outback to the Glaciers
• South Pacific Wonders
• South Pacific Wonders featuring New Zealand’s North Island
• Complete South Pacific
• Exploring Australia
•

Exploring New Zealand

Offer combinable with free extension to Fiji on June/July departures of South Pacific Wonders & From the Outback to the Glaciers
*Use offer code to save 10 percent on land portion of tours to Australia and New Zealand. Offer valid on bookings
made 9/18/18-9/30/18 for specified departures in 2019. Offers are not valid on group or existing bookings, or
combinable with any other offer, excluding member benefits. Offer not available online; must call 844-310-5258 to
reserve. Other restrictions may apply. Offer may be withdrawn at any time. Call for details.

